
 

 

 
1st “Trout Area” World Championship  

 
November 6th and 7th 2021 

Teramo, Italy 

 

 
 

 

INVITATION 

 

The Italian Federation of Sport Fishing and Underwater Activities through the FIPSAS Provincial 

Section of Teramo, as organizer of the 1st “Trout Area” World Championship, is pleased to invite all 

participating fishing federations. 

 

With the hope of being able to give all participants a unique experience and to be able to convey with it 

the values, history and traditions of our unique territory such as Italy and the Abruzzo region, we welcome 

you all. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Brief presentation of the towns involved in the event 

 

The charming village of Campli is a small jewel of Abruzzo, 

located in the province of Teramo. A casket of art and history, 

perched on the Teramo hills at about 30 kilometres from the 

Adriatic. The origins of this settlement are lost in ancient times. 

Archaeological finds testify that the territory of Campli was 

inhabited since the 8th century BC. 

 

 

Civitella del Tronto is located near the border of the Marche 

region, wrapped around a cliff capable of offering an enviable 

panoramic and scenographic position. 

Buildings of aristocratic beauty with a noble past, embellished 

with masterfully worked portals. In Civitella del Tronto it is 

possible to come across the "Ruetta", the narrowest street in 

Italy. Above all, the extraordinary Bourbon Fortress 

dominates, the last bastion to yield before the advance of the 

Piedmontese army during the struggles for the unification of 

Italy 

 

 

Teramo is the ideal destination for nature lovers, with the 

mountain chain of Gran Sasso d’Italia and the Laga massif 

that form the backdrop to one of the most evocative coastal 

coasts of the Italian peninsula. 

The historic centre, full of small churches and alleys, is an 

evocative place. Here stands the Cathedral built in the 12th 

century in a typical medieval style, formed by the union of two 

churches, from different eras. 

 

 

The gastronomy of the Teramo province is surprisingly rich and 

varied and draws its unmistakable aromas and flavours from 

ancient peasant traditions. It is influenced by a centuries-old 

history that dates back to the dawn of Italic culture. 

The woods, of which the territory is rich, guard treasures such 

as valuable truffles, chestnuts and the famous “Porcino” 

mushroom that deeply characterizes mountain cuisine. 

 

 

  



 

 

Prof. Ugo Claudio Matteoli – President of FIPSAS and of FIPSed 

 

I am very happy to host the 1st edition of the “Trout Area” World 

Championship in Italy. The athletes who are going to participate arrive 

with their captains, managers and accompanying persons with many 

expectations that the good local organizers of the Province of Teramo 

will certainly not disappoint. The Municipality of Campli and the other villages involved have the 

potential and the skills necessary to properly welcome everyone. The province of Teramo and the Region 

of Abruzzo generally extend over a territory which, besides offering important fishing sites, benefits from 

some of the most interesting naturalistic, historical, gastronomic and recreational attractions of Italy, 

which will make these sports days will undoubtedly be unforgettable. 

I send my best wishes to all those who have contributed to the realization of this championship, to the 

local political, administrative and FIPSAS authorities, to the captains, to the volunteers and, in particular, 

to the athletes, that all goes well to remember again the province of Teramo and Abruzzo as one of the 

perfect environments for this new FIPSed discipline. 

 

 

 

 

Antonio Fusconi – Person responsible for the Surface Fishing 

Committee           

A big welcome to all participants at the 1st “Trout Area” World 

Championship taking place in Campli. 

We are located in a truly beautiful region that offers its visitors a 

beautiful sea, hills and a splendid mountain while maintaining, de-

spite the times, natural environments offered as a symbol of quality 

tourism. 

You will be welcomed in the Teramo area with cordiality and courtesy and you will find a remarkable 

series of facilities that will make you spend unforgettable days. 

I take this opportunity to thank the FIPSAS Provincial Section of Teramo which with great enthusiasm 

and competence is involved in organizing the Championship and the Abruzzo Regional Committee which 

supports it. 

I would like this international event to leave you a good memory both from the sporting point of view 

and from the stay in Italy. 

I end this greeting by thanking all of you, athletes, captains, managers and companions for having decided 

to participate in this important event despite the difficulties that the Covid 19 pandemic has caused to 

our planet. 

 

Thanks.  

  



 

 

 

 

Dott. Federico Agostinelli – Mayor of Campli 

 

I am very proud to welcome in Campli all athletes and sport fishing 

enthusiasts for the “Trout Area” World Championship. 

Our territory has always maintained a long and consolidated tradition 

linked to the world of sport fishing, even from a competitive point of view. 

This is demonstrated by the vitality of the Lago Vecchio Mulino di 

Piancarani, which for years has been a reference point for enthusiasts and 

agonists. And this is confirmed by the success of our Marco Ferracatena, 

who this year won the silver medal at the Carnivorous Artificial Baits Shore Angling World 

Championship, in the team competition. 

Campli is ready to host this important event which, for our Administration, has value not only from a 

sporting point of view, but also from the wider one of the tourism promotion of our territory and our 

village, a treasure chest of art and culture, which is inscribed to the Club of "The Most Beautiful Villages 

of Italy" since 2018. 

 

 

 

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

FIPSAS Provincial Section of Teramo, in cooperation with the ASD Teramo Spinning, the ASD Black 

Eagle and the ASD FAST. 

 

FIPSAS Provincial Section of Teramo: Via Porta Carrese, 43 - 64100 – Teramo (Te) – ITALIA 

 

Contacts: 

 Mr. Luigi Legname Tel. +39 393 4071111 +39 353 3691549 

 

 

Web Site: www.fipsasabruzzo.it 

Facebook: fipsas teramo 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.fipsasabruzzo.it/


 

 

 

OFFICIAL PERIOD 

From Thursday, November 4th 2021 (arrival of teams) 

To Monday, November 8th 2021 (departure of teams) 

 

COMPETITION VENUE - IL LAGO VECCHIO MULINO  

Via del Lago, 9, 64010 Piancarani TE 

 

 
 

The location chosen for the sporting event falls in the Municipality of Campli, in the province of Teramo, 

in the area of the Lakes of the Vecchio Mulino di Piancarani. 

The area of the Laghi del Vecchio Mulino includes three lakes all dedicated to trout fishing. 

The central lake and the third (small) lake are exclusively dedicated to the discipline of the “Trout area”. 

The central lake has a length of 110 m and a width of 55 m. The maximum depth is 4 m. 

The small lake has a length of 55 m, a width of 15 m and a maximum depth of 2.5 m. 

 

Being a basin intended exclusively for the “Trout area”, it has an important permanent population of 

trout, to which the inputs of a foreseen restocking for the event will be added. 

The banks are low and there are no obstacles (barriers, poles or other). 

 

 

 
 

The structure is equipped with large parking areas, a bar structure and all facilities. 

  



 

 

HOW TO REACH THE LAKE 

 
 

The city of Campli is in a central and easily accessible position. 

It is about at 70 km from Pescara airport, 180 km from Rome Ciampino airport, 210 km from Rome 

Fiumicino airport. 

The closest railway stations are those of Pescara (70 km away), Giulianova (20 km away) and San 

Benedetto del Tronto (40 km away). 

The city is on the crossroads of two highways junctions. 

It is in fact 11 km far from the A24 highway exit (Rome - Teramo) and 26 km far from the A14 exit 

(Bologna-Bari). 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

ACCREDITATION 

 

On Thursday, November 4th 2021, the accreditation will start at 1:00 pm at the Hotel Concorde, 

Sant’Egidio alla Vibrata. 

On this occasion, national teams will have to hand over a flag and their national anthem to the 

organization 

 

REGISTRATION FEE FOR DELEGATIONS 

 

Registrations shall be sent within October 22nd, 2021  

Participation fee for teams     € 1,200.00 

FIPSed Tax       €    150.00 

 

The registration fee includes 8 tickets for the closing banquet, 5 fishing permits for the entire duration of the 

championship (training and competition), insurance and possible gadgets. 

The participating nations will have to arrange for the booking of food and accommodation on their own. 

For accompanying persons, the cost of the ticket for the gala dinner is 50.00 euros each. 

 

The participation fee of € 1,350.00 (€ 1,200.00 + € 150) shall be paid by bank transfer to: 

 

Sezione Provinciale FIPSAS di TERAMO 

Banca di Credito Cooperativo di Castiglione Messer Raimondo e Pianella 

IBAN: IT94M0847315302000000133755  

SWIFT: ICRAITRRD50 
 

  



 

 

 

 

COVID REGULATIONS 

All participants (competitors and officials) must provide evidence of a negative COVID-19 test (level 

determined by national/local or regional safety policy) within 72 hours of registration at the hotel 

(organizers to provide advice on rules). Prior to registration teams are obliged to send to the organizers: 

- set of the photos of each team member (for ID badges, if required by Organizer); 

- application forms (by the deadline provided); 

- signed Covid-19 Self-declaration form (attached to the application and published on the 

websites of CIPS and FIPS) of each participant. It will be acquired by the Representative of 

International Federation present and 14 days after the championship, in compliance with the 

privacy regulation, it will be responsibility of International Federation to dispose them; 

- correct names of team members + official reserve; 

- all official documents regarding COVID-19 tests and vaccinations (if required by the organ-

izer). 

For further information, please acknowledge the full CIPS/FIPSed COVID Protocol on  

http://www.fips-ed.com/fipsed/index.php/en/homepage/news/662-covid-protocol-en 

 

ANTI-DOPING INFORMATION 

TUE REQUESTS  

 

Athlete whose illness or condition requires treatment with a prohibited substance or method must apply 

to CIPS for a Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE) following the CIPS strict TUE application process.  

He/she shall then use the application form, which can be downloaded from the ITA website: 

https://ita.sport/uploads/2021/02/ITA_TUE_Form.pdf  

The TUE request has to be sent to the following address: tue@ita.sport 

 

Athletes must therefore consult the Prohibited List https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/science-

medicine/prohibited-list 

 

  

http://www.fips-ed.com/fipsed/index.php/en/homepage/news/662-covid-protocol-en
https://ita.sport/uploads/2021/02/ITA_TUE_Form.pdf
https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/science-medicine/prohibited-list
https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/science-medicine/prohibited-list


 

 

 

 

OFFICIAL HOTEL 
 

The official hotel of the event is Hotel Concorde, located in the municipality of Sant’Egidio alla Vibrata. 

The hotel has 50 rooms, a meeting room, a conference room and a good quality restaurant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hotel Concorde ***   

Single in HB € 58 Per night 

Double in HB € 52 Pp per night 

 

https://hrconcorde.it/ 

 

The Concorde Hotel is located at the entrance to the town of Sant’Egidio alla Vibrata, the structure is 

well connected to the lake, the distance is about 17 minutes. 

 

 

 
 

  



 

 

 

Sporting Hotel is located in the city of Teramo about 15 km from the competition venue. 

The hotel has 70 rooms, a restaurant, conference room, meeting rooms, gym. 

It is located close to the historic centre on the main access road to the city. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The promotional rates of the Sporting Hotel are valid for the stay relating to the championship period 

(from 4th to 8th November). As for the days before or after the event, the hotel reserves the right to adopt 

different rates. 

 

 

Hotel Sporting ****   

Single Standard in BB € 63 pp 

Single Superior in BB € 75 pp 

Double single use in BB € 87 pp 

Double (2 pax) in BB € 66 pp 

Triple (3 pax) in BB € 56 pp 

Extra rate for half board € 25 pp 

 

https://www.hotelsportingteramo.it/ 

 

The Hotel is located on the main access road to the city, the structure is well connected to the lake, the 

distance is about 20 minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.hotelsportingteramo.it/


 

 

The organization has also made agreements with the following other hotel facilities 

 

Hotel Zunica in the village of Civitella del Tronto. 

The hotel has 25 rooms, a meeting room and a good restaurant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hotel Zunica ****   

Double in HB € 80 pp 

 

https://www.zunica1880ristorantehotel.it/ 

 

Hotel Fortezza is located in Civitella del Tronto. 

The hotel has 20 rooms, a meeting room and a good restaurant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hotel Fortezza **   

Double in HB € 80 pp 

 

https://www.hotelfortezza.it/ 

Hotel Zunica and Hotel Fortezza are located in the historic centre of Civitella del Tronto.  

The hotels are well connected with the lake, the travel time is about 20 minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Hotel Abruzzi ***  Via G. Mazzini 18 Teramo (TE)  

https://www.abruzzihotel.it/ 

Double room in HB € 65 pp 

 

Hotel Gran Sasso & SPA***  Via Luigi Vinciguerra 12, Teramo TE 

https://www.hotelgransassoteramo.it/ 

Double room in HB € 55 pp 

 

 

 

Other Hotels to contact: 

 

MALO SUITES - Piazza Umberto I° 33, S. Egidio alla Vibrata  +390861847206 

http://www.malosuites.it/  

 

HOTEL SCACCO ROSSO - Via Piave 22, S. Egidio alla Vibrata +390861843139  

https://hotelmania.net/hotel/sant%CA%BCegidio-alla-vibrata/scacco-rosso/ 

 

AGRITURISMO IL VECCHIO CARRO - Frazione Molveno, Campli +390861553331  

https://www.agriturismoilvecchiocarro.com/ 

 

IL SALICE Hotel Ristorante Pizzeria Viale Vibrata, 13/A, 64010 Villa Lempa TE +390861 917488  

https://www.hotelristoranteilsalice.it/ 

 

Godere Agricolo Hotel Villa Penna, Campli 64012 +39 0861 553307  

https://www.agriturismogodereagricolo.it 

 

 

 

Legend: 

 

HB: Hal Board 

BB: Bed and Breakfast 

pp: per person 

  

http://www.malosuites.it/
https://hotelmania.net/hotel/sant%CA%BCegidio-alla-vibrata/scacco-rosso/
https://www.agriturismoilvecchiocarro.com/
https://www.hotelristoranteilsalice.it/
https://www.agriturismogodereagricolo.it/


 

 

 

PROGRAM OF THE EVENT 

 

The lake will remain open until the Wednesday before the event. On Thursday 4 November it will 

be closed for a day of biological shutdown and at 10.00 am there will be a fish injection for the 

training session. 

 

 

OPENING CEREMONY 

 

On Thursday November 4th 2021 from 6.00 pm: parade and opening ceremony in Campli. Departure 

from Palazzo Farnese, parade along Corso Umberto I. 

From 8.00 pm welcome drink at the Council Chamber of the Palazzo Farnese, located in Piazza Vittorio 

Emanuele II. 

 

 

CAPTAINS’ MEETINGS: 

 

They will take place in the meeting hall of Hotel Concorde – Viale Kennedy n. 197 – 64016 Sant’Egidio 

alla Vibrata – following this schedule: 

Friday  November 5th  06:00 pm 

Saturday November 6th  07:00 am 

Saturday November 6th  06:00 pm 

Sunday November 7th  07:00 am 

 

 

OFFICIAL TRAINING AND COMPETITION 

 

Friday, November 5th   

09:00 am – 01:30 pm Official training at the venue, Lago Vecchio Mulino. 

01:30 pm End of the official training. 

04:30 pm  Fish restocking for the 1st competition day. 

06:00 pm  Captains’ meeting at the Hotel Concorde 

 

Saturday, November 6th  
07:00 am Captains’ meeting at the Hotel Concorde 

08:00 am Access at the venue 

09:00 am Start of the 1st competition day 

01:30 pm End of the 1st competition day 

04:00 pm Publication of the results  

04:30 pm  Fish restocking for the 2nd competition day 

06:00 pm Captains’ meeting at the Hotel Concorde 

  



 

 

 

Sunday, November 7th  

07:00 am Captains’ meeting at the Hotel Concorde 

08:00 am Access at the venue 

09:00 am Start of the 2nd competition day 

01:30 pm End of the 2nd competition day 

04:00 pm Publication of the final results 

06:00 pm Closing ceremony and prize giving at Palazzo Farnese di Campli 

08:30 pm Closing gala dinner at Ristorante Parco dei Piceni 

 

 

 

CLOSING CEREMONY 

 

Sunday, November 7th at 06:00 pm, Closing and prize giving ceremony at the Palazzo Farnese di 

Campli.  

Sunday, November 7th at 08:30 pm Closing gala dinner at Ristorante Parco dei Piceni, located in 

Campli in Via delle Olivate 4 

 

 
COLLATERAL ACTIVITIES PROGRAM 

 

In addition to sporting activities, both for athletes and for accompanying persons, collateral activities are 

planned for the afternoons of the days of Friday 5 November and Saturday 6 November. 

Upon accreditation, each athlete and/or accompanying person will be informed about these activities and 

will be supplied with a registration form. 

These activities are absolutely free and consist of two guided tours in the villages of Campli and Civitella 

del Tronto. 

 

On the afternoon of Friday, November 5th the guided tour will concern Campli. 

Participants will be accompanied by a tour guide to discover the secrets of the medieval village and those 

of the Necropolis of Campovalano. 

 

               
 

 

 
 

  



 

 

 
On the afternoon of Saturday, November 6th the guided tour will concern Civitella del Tronto. 

Participants will be accompanied by a tour guide to discover the secrets of the medieval village and those 

of the fortress. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 

 
USEFUL INFORMATION 

 

 Emergency number 112 

 HOSPITAL OF TERAMO – Piazza Italia, 64100 Teramo – 0861 429292    

 Information and Touristic Office of Teramo - Via Guglielmo Oberdan, 16, 64100 Teramo TE 

Telephone: 0861 244222 

 City Hall of Campli - Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II, 2, 64012 Campli TE Telephone: 0861 56011 

 City Hall of Teramo - Via G. Carducci, 33 Telephone0861 3241 

 

 

 

 

FISHING STORES 

 

 Alba Pesca – Via G. D’Annunzio 29/31 Martinsicuro (Te) – 0861 1753342 / 393 4071111 

 Overfish Snc – Via Noè Lucidi 35 Teramo (Te)  - 0861 240268 / 329 6349701 

 

 

 
 

COLLABORATIONS 

 

The Provincial Section of Teramo will make use of the following collaborations. 

 

The local broadcaster R 115 which will be the media partner of the initiative. He will shoot 

all phases of the event and will take care of the Press Office. 

 

 

 

The company Eventitalia will provide interpreting services. 

 

 

 

 

The Company Eventi e Servizi will provide the lighting and audio scenographic set-ups 

for all phases of the event 

 

 

 

 

 

The IAT of the Province of Teramo will provide the Tourist Guide service for 

guided tours 

  

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=informazioni+turistiche+-+iat+abruzzo+promozione+turismo+teramo+telefono&ludocid=2109731660803668718&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjP86GAgpLzAhVE_rsIHYCSCAsQ6BN6BAgvEAI
https://www.google.com/search?q=AZIENDA+TURISTICA+TERAMO&client=firefox-b-d&ei=xsZKYdncKt2N9u8P05-92AI&oq=AZIENDA+TURISTICA+TERAMO&gs_lcp=Cgdnd3Mtd2l6EAM6BwgAEEcQsAM6BwgAELADEEM6EAguEMcBENEDEMgDELADEEM6CgguEMgDELADEEM6FAguEIAEELEDEIMBEMcBENEDEJMCOggIABCxAxCDAToRCC4QgAQQsQMQgwEQxwEQ0QM6CggAELEDEIMBEEM6EQguEIAEELEDEIMBEMcBEKMCOggIABCABBCxAzoICC4QsQMQgwE6CQgAEEMQRhD_AToECAAQQzoLCC4QgAQQxwEQrwE6BQgAELEDOg4ILhCxAxCDARDHARDRAzoKCAAQgAQQRhD_AToFCAAQgAQ6CwguEIAEEMcBENEDOg4ILhCABBDHARCvARCTAjoGCAAQFhAeOgUIIRCgAToHCCEQChCgAUoFCDgSATFKBAhBGABQ47zlAViV2OUBYNLZ5QFoAXACeACAAZcBiAG1FJIBBDcuMTeYAQCgAQHIAQvAAQE&sclient=gws-wiz&ved=0ahUKEwjZ19X885HzAhXdhv0HHdNPDysQ4dUDCBg&uact=5
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=informazioni+turistiche+-+iat+abruzzo+promozione+turismo+teramo+telefono&ludocid=2109731660803668718&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjP86GAgpLzAhVE_rsIHYCSCAsQ6BN6BAgvEAI
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=informazioni+turistiche+-+iat+abruzzo+promozione+turismo+teramo+telefono&ludocid=2109731660803668718&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjP86GAgpLzAhVE_rsIHYCSCAsQ6BN6BAgvEAI


 

 

 

1st Trout Area World Championship 

 
November 6th and 7th 2021 

Teramo, ITALY 
 
 

REGISTRATION FORM 

 

 

To fill in and return to FIPSAS (segreteriainternazionale@fipsas.it) and to the organizing Committee 

(teramo@fipsas.it), via e-mail, within October 22nd 2021. 
 

 
Nation:  

Federation:  

E-mail:  

Total number of athletes:  

Total number of delegates:  

Total number of the delegation 

members 

 

 

 

 

Reference number:………………………………. Mobile phone:…………………………… 
 

 

 

Date, _______________ 2021     Signature  

 

  



 

 

 

 

1st Trout Area World Championship 
November 6th and 7th 2021 

Teramo, ITALY 

 

REGISTRATION FORM 

 
 

To fill in and return to FIPSAS (segreteriainternazionale@fipsas.it) and to the organizing Committee 

(teramo@fipsas.it), via e-mail, within October 22nd 2021. 
 

 

Federation:  

Nation  

Mobile.  

E-mail:  

 Name Surname 

Athlete   

Athlete   

Athlete   

Athlete   

Athlete   

Captain   

Vice-captain   

Delegate   

 

 

The participation fee of € 1,350.00 shall be paid by bank transfer to: 

 

Sezione Provinciale FIPSAS di TERAMO 

Banca di Credito Cooperativo di Castiglione Messer Raimondo e Pianella 

IBAN: IT94M0847315302000000133755  

SWIFT: ICRAITRRD50 

(Reason for transfer: Participation fee national team _____________ at the Trout Area World 

Championship) 

 

 

Date, _______________ 2021     Signature  

 


